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Latino social club
seeks frat status

Eni

By Hope Hennessy
staff Writer

Cadet Lt. Col. Mace Mavroeleon exchanges command with Cadet Lt. Col. Richard Steel in this quarter’s cer
emony signalling the selection of a new cadet battaiion commander.

New orientation program planned
Prospective engineers given chance to see department
By Megan Owings
staff Writer

A survey showing that 97 per
cent of polled engineering majors
would like to have had an orien
tation prompted three Cal Poly
student engineers to begin one.
“ This is the first time our
department has done anything
like this,” said Jane Tu, an elec
tronic engineering major and
chairperson for Friday’s orienta
tion.
The orientation is directed to
accommodated students, those
who have been accepted to Cal
Poly but have not yet given a yes
or no answer. Tu said that sev
eral students coming to the ori
entation have other colleges ex

O b i s p o

pressing an interest in them.
“ We want to let prospective
students see what our depart
ment is about, what we do and
how we think,” Tu said. “ The
event will include visiting the
different labs that they’d be us
ing at Cal Poly, chances to speak
with engineering professors in an
informal fashion, and speakers
from various campus programs.”
Orientation co-chairman Joe
Chong said the orientation was
originally designed to increase
minority and female enrollment
into the School of Engineering.
“ The programs we have lined
up reflect our initial thoughts,”
Chong said. “ Many minorities
have expressed different reasons
why they can’t come to Cal Poly,

so we hope to show them that
tutoring, academic planning and
financial aid are available.”
Representatives from financial
aid, cooperative education, the
civil engineering department and
the Learning Assistance Center
will speak.
The program officially begins
Friday at 8 a.m., but about 100
of those attending will arrive
Thursday night. Tu has helped
organize a host program in which
students from the department
can volunteer to have some of
the visiting students stay with
them overnight.
“ This way, the students will be
staying with people in the major
and can find out what it’s all
See ORIENTATION, page 4

cology
Awareness
Week

Don’t let the name fool you.
Nu Alpha Kappa, or NAK,
may sound Greek but the mean
ing is decidedly Hispanic.
NAK, a new social club with a
strong emphasis on Latino
culture, hopes to be a recognized
as a fraternity by fall 1988.
Nak is also a Spanish slang
word for someone who gets along
with everyone. So NAK’s goal is
to be the university “ nak,” so to
speak, according to club
members.
Like many other fraternities,
NAK’s focus is on brotherhood
and unity. H ow ever, club
members have combined this
goal with a commitment to retain
their heritage.
Hector Mendoza, a junior elec
trical engineering major, said
NAK feels strongly about this
since all of the club’s founders
are of Latino descent and many
are bilingual.
“ We intend to keep the
cultural focus,” said Mario
Caballero, a Cal Poly engineering
g rad u ate and
“ h o n o ra ry ”
member of NAK. “ We won’t
throw it out or forget it during
club activities.
“ However, we don’t want to
underm ine the e ffo rts of
MECHA or any other Hispanic
organization. Our focus is out of
school and in the community
w here
we
can
d e v e lo p
brotherhood socially.”
Caballero said although the
basic makeup of the club is
Chicanos, members welcome
anyone who would like to par
ticipate.
“ It
(having
non-Hispanic
members) would help both
ways,” he said. “ It could help us
deal better with what they do
and they could understand us.
That’s why we want to keep

NAK open and not discriminate
against anyone else. We want
something mutually beneficial.”
This sentiment is widely felt by
other members. “ If they want to
be involved then we are going to
help them in any way we can —
black, white or yellow,” said
Salvador Ruiz, a senior interior
design major.
Mendoza also agrees. “ The
purpose of NAK becoming a
fraternity, rather than remaining
a club, is to help ourselves to
become involved with other
fraternities. We can learn a lot
from them and they can learn
from us.”
For Caballero, an inability to
meet financial obligations of
other campus fraternities and a
feeling of uneasiness kept him
from rushing when he attended
Cal Poly.
“ Frankly, I did feel uncomfor
table many times,” Caballero
said. “ It has to do with a lot of
things
like
socioeconom ic
background. You can’t do
everything Anglo students do.
Who’s kidding who? For most of
the fraternities you have to have
a lot of money. You either work
really hard to get it or someone
gives it to you.
“ Sometimes Anglos don’t
think they project an attitude or
a bias toward a group because
deep down in their hearts they
might not want to. But you can
still feel it sometimes,” he said.
“ Sometimes at Cal Poly you do
feel out of place if you are not
white. I can’t kid myself. People
do things they do normally and
often they are offensive to other
people.”
Caballero is quick to point out, .
though, that this is not always >
the case.
“ He’s white. I’m brown. Some
times there are no wails and you
don’t see each other’s colors,” he
said.
See NAK, page 7

The following articles will run in the space below
throughout the week to promote ecology awareness:
Offshore oil - by Penny Rappa, city council member
Ocean dunes - by Ken Wiley, preserve manager
Central Coast Harbor project - by Elizabeth
Scott-Graham, attorney
Yosemite’s Hetch Hetchy Reservoir - by David
Brower, founder Earth Island Institute
Recycling - by Justin Polley, ECOSLO director

•Mtuto

Pismo State Beach

Nipomo Dunes represents imperiled coastline
By Ken Wiley
The raw wind wails as an un
seen offshore storm drives a
powerful and repetitious pattern
of enormous breakers at the
shore. As the huge swells break
into waves, the wind shears off
each crest into sharp, white lace
that hangs for an instant in the
air and disappears.
A massive group of pelicans,
perhaps 200 strong, sits waiting,
hunkered down on the sand just
below the wetlands where the
river empties into the sea.
Overhead, a trio of Heermann’s

gulls turns into the wind and
hangs motionless in the sky.
Through my feet 1 can feel as
much as hear the deep bass notes
of the breaking sea. The whole
scene has the overwhelming,
pleasantly disturbing quality of
wildness that is still so much a
part of C alifornia’s Central
Coast. This is Nipomo Dunes.
The newest acquisition in the
Conservancy’s Wild California
campaign,
t he
Rancho
Guadalupe addition to the
Nipomo Dunes Project repre
sents one of the state’s most im
periled natural areas — its
coastline. Of the dramatic

coastline for which California is
so famous, little remains of an
especially rare natural communi
ty, coastal dunes. Distribution of
dune systems is limited to 12
sites on the California coast. One
of the three best preserved of the
12 is found within the Nipomo
Dunes Complex. A 19-mile
stretch between Point Sal and
Pismo Beach, the Nipomo Dunes
area is considered the largest,
relatively undisturbed coastal
dune tract in California. The
Department of Interior desig
nated the area a National Park
Landmark in 1974.
A Hard Place To Live

The Coastal Dunes are formed
and maintained by the partner
ship of wind and sea. They rep
resent one of the most challeng
ing and interesting biological
h a b i t a t s a l o n g A m e r i c a ’s
western shore. The soil here —

Rancho
(iuadalupe
Addition

Point Sal

sharp-grained, moving sand — is
extremely low in moisture and
seemingly devoid of nutrients.
The salt-laden wind skims over
the dunes, sandblasting and
desiccating those organizations
that attempt colonization. That
lifeforms of any kind survive
here is noteworthy. That such a
See DUNES, page 3

Nipomo Dunes
The I9*mlla stretch between
Pismo State Beach and Point Sal
State Beach
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SECOND OPINION

C o s A tiflo le s S lim e s
On the 20th anniversary of Martin Luther King’s assasination:
King remained a master at applying pressure, as he put it, without
bricks and bottles or Molotov cocktails. He stayed his nonviolent
course when faced with club-wielding deputies, dogs, fire hoses and
death threats during what were very violent years.
King’s remarkable victories, however, have not erased every
vestige of racial prejudice and discrimination. In spite of broadened
economic opportunities, the ranks of desperately poor Americans —
black and white, child and adult — are still growing.
Martin Luther King Jr. challenged the nation’s conscience. He
helped change this country not only for black Americans but for
every American. He helped bring about the great progress. But, 20
years after his tragic death. King’s promised land has not yet been
reached.

On the cease-fire in Nicaragua: It would be splendid if the
(Reagan) Administration picked up the rusty tools of diplomacy
and, for once, used its pressure on behalf of peace and pluralism in
Nicaragua. When the cease-fire takes hold, the U.S. could discuss
lifting some of the economic restrictions on Nicaragua, imposed by
executive order, and offer to remove the rest if the cease-fire
becomes a ceased war.
For President Reagan to do that would be humane and shrewd —
and so unexpected that it could cause even a Talleyrand to gasp.

m JTrsudsrn
On Stanford University’s courses on the classics: Stanford
emerged with its intellectual integrity intact and its spirit shining
when, after months of earnest discussion, its faculty senate voted to
broaden the university’s traditional introduction to Western
civilization.
The decision was a compromise in which Stanford will expand its
required yearlong cultural program for freshmen to include issues
from other societies while preserving studies of subjects like Plato,
the Bible, St. Augustine, Machiavelli, Rousseau and Karl Marx.
Stanford has set a pattern that other universities would do well to
emulate.

Th e Christian Science Mo n ito r
On corporal punishment in schools: Certainly there are times
when a teacher or administrator has to physically restrain a stu
dent. And anti-corporal punishment laws recognize this. When a
child disrupts a classroom, he or she may have to be removed.
Often, the most painful punishment for a youngster is social
isolation. The goal, of course, is a learning environment so engaging
that disruptive behavior rarely arises.
No job is more demanding or more important than teaching.
Educators need access to every tool that furthers learning. The
paddle is not such a tool.
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ats and dogs. Felines and canines. Fluffy and
Rover. Whatever you want to call them, they
are the principle companions in many people’s
lives. Our household pets. And our only friends
who will listen to our troubles, never lie and never
offer the idiotic Dear Abby advice many of our
human friends so ineptly attempt.
No wonder nearly every household in America
reeks of doggie odor and/or kitty litter. But what
makes people decide which pet to get? The choices
are either a playful, lovable, loyal dog or a cute,
cuddly cat.
I’m afraid all you cat owners out there aren’t
gonna agree with mypreference, but after living
with dogs all my life, I just can’t imagine life
without one. And besides. I’m grossly allergic to
cat hair.
My tendency toward man’s best friend (a
misnomer — we’ll call it humanity’s best friend) is
simple enough. What else will greet you gleefully
as you come home, smother you with wet kisses
and follow you around like a shadow, worshipping
the ground you walk on? Certainly no boyfriend
I’ve ever had.
And then there’s the feline, which infamously
strolls around like it owns the planet, touting a
“ who-gives-a-damn” attitude.
“ Yeah, yeah, quit looking at me with that stupid
smirk on your face,’’ a cat might say to its owner.
“ Just spoon out the Nine Lives and get the hell
away from me.’’
And cats are so ridiculously neat. They even
bury their own poop. Just imagine a cat which has
been with a family for 10 or more years and buried
its poop in the backyard an average of three times
a day.
hat calculates to nearly 11,000 droppings
beneath just one family property. A strong
earthquake could unearth all those delights, and
what a sight that’d be. But it’s not the sight I’d be
worried about — we all know the pleasant aroma
cat feces gives off.
Dogs are known for their sloppiness. That is
what makes them so amazingly humanlike. As
puppies, they gallop around the house, leaving ex
crements here and there, until they are finally
housebroken. They chew on furniture, steal food
from the table, chase cars and chase their tails.
Who couldn’t love this creature? They’re especially
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We are prisoners
of Pandora’s box
Editor — We live in a nuclear
age in which weapons are said to
be deterrents to war. Is gasoline
a deterrent to fire? Anyway,
th at’s how the logic goes.
(“ Newspeak’’ is here, Orwell was
right.)
It is easy to be cynical or apa
thetic and dismiss nuclear an
nihilation as a non-possibility,
but wishful thinking will not
make the reality go away.
Hopefully, addressing the issue
will at least be a step in a
peaceful direction. When the
earth is destroyed by fire, all
ideologies and politics go up with
it. What we need is understan
ding of differences.
Of course, war has been the
norm throughout the history of
humankind, with peace being the
exception. But now war, or the
weapons thereof, have reached a
point beyond national conflict.
Nuclear fire and fallout have no
boundaries.
Unfortunately,
nuclear
weaponry is like a Pandora’s box
' — open. There’s no going back to
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good with kids.
“ That’s OK, Johnny, it doesn’t hurt when you
pull my tail. Get rough with me, I love to play. But
if you start pulling my ears, I might get just a lit
tle bit mad. But I’ll only bite you softly. I wouldn’t
want to get yelled at by Mommy.’’
The cat, on the other hand, has little patience
with children.
“ If you grab me by the tail one more time, you
little brat, you’ll become one big clawmark.
HISSSSSSS! PHPHTPH!’’
But cats are obviously doing something right,
because almost all of my friends have one. This is
much to my dismay, because everytime I visit
them, regardless of whether I touch the cat or not,
I walk out with red, itchy eyes and a runny nose,
struggling to regain normal breathing.
don’t know what it is about that Phillips
lightbulb commercial that I love so much. You
Iknow,
the one in which the lady is vacuuming as
her cat sits on the carpet, nonchalantly cleaning
itself. All of a sudden, the lightbulb burns out just
as the lady is moving the machine around her cat
and we hear a terrified “ MEOWWWWWWW!’’
Can’t you just picture this wide-eyed cat clinging
to the carpet with its front claws as it is violently
sucked up by a vacuum in the dark? Oh, the magic
of Madison Avenue.
Donna Taylor, a journalism Junior, is Mustang Dai
ly’s lifestyle editor. She has never owned a cat, but
fo r some strange reason her house smells like spoil
ed Tender Vittles stewing in a litter box.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Cats are dogs for this pet owner
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pre-nuclear warfare. However,
the one thing we can do is put a
lid on it. We can already destroy
the earth 10 times over (and that
seems a bit redundant).
It’s sad that we and future
generations have and will grow
up with a fear of nuclear
holocaust. We’re all prisoners of
the fear of war.
STEVE HARMON

the unions.
We believe that it is unethical
for Ree Sports employees to
campaign against the bowling
alley. Hopefully, Ree Sports will
refrain from misrepresenting the
facts during this year’s cam
paign.
PAUL YATES
KELLY INA

Dirty campaign

Irony of Israel

Editor — The ASI ballot will
include an initiative to reopen
the bowling alley. Past decisions
concerning the bowling alley
have been made on the basis of
biased information.
Last year
a Rec Sports
employee distributed fliers with
misleading statements at the Rec
Sports team
captains’ and
managers’ meetings. One such
statement was, “ If the bowling
al l ey
is
reopened,
t he
Chancellor’s Office says there
will have to be a .student fee in
crease to
pay its yearly
maintenance costs.’’ Actually,
each year the Chancellor’s Office
issues a report on auxiliary
organizations that list bowling
alleys as a source of revenue for

Editor — I’ve been following the
news on the violence happening
in the West Bank of Israel be
tween the Israelis and Arabs. I
find it somewhat ironic that
Israel, which throughout history
has been oppressed by other
peoples, is now taking the rock of
the oppressor against the Arabs.
I make no pretense in
understanding the complexities
involved in examining the situa
tion in the West Bank, but it
does seem rather ironic.
STEVE HARMON
Letters must be typewritten,
250 words or less, and include
the writer’s name and phone
number.
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200 aviators join American
forces in troubled Panama

Film admitted as evidence
in cocaine-smuggling trial

Tibetans arrested in bloody
demonstration to be released

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — A film showing codefendent Jack Carlton Reed breaking a land speed
record was admitted as evidence Monday in the co
caine-smuggling trial of Carlos Lehder Rivas.
Lehder, 38, from Colombia, and Reed, 57, of Palos
Verdes, are being tried on charges that they took part in
a conspiracy to smuggle some 3.3 tons of cocaine into
the United States from Colombia from 1978 to 1980 via
Norman’s Cay in the Bahamas.
The film, made in August 1971, shows Reed breaking a
speed record for battery-powered cars. Reed’s attorney,
Stephen Weinbaum, asked for permission to show it to
back up testimony given by others in Starkville, Miss.,
that Reed had indeed been a race car driver, as he said.
The request for the film came during during the
cross-examination of Charles McVey, a Mississippi
Bureau of Investigation agent who once had occasion to
search a suitcase and safe-deposit box left by Reed.

BEIJING (AP) — More than 200 people were arrested
after a bloody March 5 independence protest in Tibet,
but most will be released, the Panchen Lama, Tibetan
Buddhism’s No. 2 leader, said Monday.
It was the first time an official figure has been given
for the number of arrests linked to the demonstration,
during which thousands of Tibetans stoned Chinese
armed police and burned vehicles to protest more than
37 years of Chinese Communist rule.
Foreign reporters have not been allowed into Tibet’s
capital, Lhasa, since the protest, but Western travelers
there have reported widespread arrests with estimates
ranging up to 1,000.
The Panchen Lama, speaking at a news conference in
Beijing that was televised live, also said Tibet’s exiled
god-king, the Dalai Lama, would be free to live in Tibet
if he returned. The Dalai Lama, a former religious and
civil leader of Tibet, fled to India in 1959.

April survey shows state’s
water runoff half of normal

Japan Air Lines complains
about Boeing quality control

SACRAMENTO (AP) — Preliminary results from the
April snowpack survey indicate spring runoff in rivers
will be an average of less than 50 percent of normal
statewide, making the already dry forecast for the
summer even worse, officials said Monday.
The forecast dropped from about 60 percent a month
ago because there has been little or no snowfall in the
mountains, said Jack Pardee, a state Department of
Water Resources snowpack survey engineer.
Some of California’s water districts are instituting
“voluntary conservation programs in the hopes that
they will not have to go to mandatory rationing,’’ Pardee
said. Some districts have already adopted rationing
plans.
Although some water experts are using the word
“drought’’ to describe the situation, he said, the
department has no official definition for drought and
therefore has made no declaration.

TOKYO (AP) — Japan Air Lines has written The Boe
ing Co. about defects found in two Boeing aircraft types
and demanding the giant U.S. airplane manufacturer
tighten its quality control, airline officials said Monday.
They said the March 30 letter by JAL’s president,
Susumu Yamaji, to Boeing chairman Frank Shrontz
reported the mistaken installation of engine heat detec
tors in Boeing 747s, found last December, and the
discovery last month of wrong wiring in fire extin
guishers in the cargo hold of 767s.
The letter demanded Boeing make greater efforts to
achieve better quality control, said the officials, speak
ing on condition of anonymity. But they stressed the
letter merely was intended to call Shrontz’s attention to
the problems and was not a formal compaint.
Craig Martin, director of public relations for Boeing
Commercial Aircraft in Seattle, confirmed Yamaji’s let
ter was received.

FORT ORD, Calif. (AP) — For the second time in less
than a month, members of the 7th Infantry Division
(Light) left Fort Ord for Central America, this time lif
ting off Monday in helicopters to start a trip to Panama.
There, some 200 members of the division’s Aviation
Brigade will join some 1,1(X) other American soldiers
from around the country protecting U.S. interests in the
troubled Latin American nation.
Carrying the troops to Travis Air Force Base 120 to
the north, and accompanying them to Panama on Air
Force transport planes.
Most of the aviation group used their helicoptets to
get to Travis, but 58 soldiers convoyed up in buses and
trucks carrying additional supplies.
“My people are extremely motivated at this point,’’
Capt. Raymond M. Vargo, 30, head of the Blackhawk
helicoper contingent, said on Monday. “Actually, I’m
looking forward to it.’’

DUNES
From page 1
diversity of life thrives here is almost unbelievable.
The Nipomo Dunes Complex contains one of the most
unique and fragile ecosystems in California. It is unique
because daily life for the dunes’ natural inhabitants re
quires a number of specialized adaptations. Specialized
connections to the environment are easily disrupted.
The dunes themselves are of complex origin, composed
partially of marine sediments. They have resulted in part
from changes in sea level due to glaciation. The dunes
are parabolic in shape, with long, low axes orientated
parallel to prevailing onshore winds. Stabilized
backdunes rise to a height of more than 160 feet. Their
complex topography, together with a high water table
and a variety of water and soil salinities, creates a varie
ty of microhabitats within the dune system.
18 Rare or Endangered Species
Nipomo Dunes are unusual by virtue of the limited
extent of coastal dunes in California. Two additional
factors compellingly illustrate the importance of protec
ting this land. First, nearly all of the other dune systems
See
DUNES,
ba c k
page

Susan Wardrip & Melody Beck on Hobee's

World

YOU’RE A STUDENT, YOU’RE ON A BUDGET, YOU WANT

"We like to eat at Hobee's because
of their homemade style breakfasts:
tasty freshly-squeezed orange
juice, crispy fried hashbrowns and
scrumptous coffee coke
Mmmmm.,. good cookinT'
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Warwick Castle en route to Oxford
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English countryside on Contikl’s
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the walled city of York, the old
Roman Spa town of Bath, the
prehistoric monument of
Stonehenge— it’s all yours, and
much, much more of Europe,
from as low as M4** per day.
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C o p e la n d ’s S p o rts

the event will feature displays
and a wheelchair race. Call 7561395 for more information.
•Dan Haifley, representing
“ Save Our Shores” in Santa
Cruz, will present a video on off
shore oil Tuesday from 7-9 p.m.
in Bishop’s Lounge. The video
will be sponsored by Students for
Social Responsibility.
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•The American Marketing
Association will sponsor a guest
speaker Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
Architecture 225. Ray Montoya
from Porter Graphics, a Los
Angeles-based advertising agen
cy, will speak. For more informa
tion, contact Scott at 541-4129.
•The Multi-Cultural Center will
present the first of its weekly
cultural views Tuesday at 11
a.m. in U.U. 217D. William
Alexander, a political science
professor, will narrate “ Visiting
the Philippines,” a slideshow of
his trip to the country. For more
information, call 756-1405.
•Tuesday
is
Di s a b l e d
Awareness Day in the U.U. Plaza
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sponsored
by Disabled Students Unlimited,

Wednesday
•The German Club will sponsor
a speaker Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. at 1600 Madonna Road.
Gabrielle Landwehr, language
division director of the Goethe
Institute in L.A., will speak for
students interested in special
German studying opportunities
at Cal Poly and in West Ger
many. For more information,
contact Annemarie Wylie at
756-3860.

ORIENTATION

M a
Slightly
ble,iiished.

tuesday

R450
R O W ER

ATTENTION

(

139.99

AUTHORS

Have you written a book non-fiction, best seiier - Would
you like to inave it on display
for sale In our General Books
Department?

W ith
.Smooth
Action
seat

Last
sale

survey in their major asking
others what they thought of the
idea.
Then the organizers contacted
Chevron, who agreed to sponsor
the program.
Tu said, “ They donated ap
proximately $1,000 towards the
orientation and the department
is paying $500.”

From page 1
about,” she said. “ We’ve had
several people interested in
hosting. We may end up with
more hosts than we have stu
dents for.”
The idea for the orientation
began last fall, when Tu and
fellow electronic engineering ma
jor Harold Kraemer held a

Call us at 7 5 6 - 5 3 / 6
No textbooks please)

U sed on Mfg printed n s

ElGdhoIiSölBookstore
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N IK E B A S K E T B A L L
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COACHES
SHORTS

SIS

Choose
From A
Good
selection
Of colors

$12

YOUR
CHOICI
F IT N E S S & A R E O B IC S

PILA FITNESS LO

AVIA LADY 440

TIGER
AMADEUS
HI BLACK

•lack or Navy
•oft
leather
upper

•oft leather
upper and
cantilever
outsole

•eld In
'88 for

S4S

2 PAIR FOR
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SOM in '87 fo r

$42

SOM in ‘87 for S7S
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$45
TH REE D AYS ONLY!
BO NUS COUPONS
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p a ir
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EXTRA

10% 10% 10%
OFF OFF OFF
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DISCOUNT GOOD

GOOD 4- 5 7 ONLY

GOOD 4/5-7 ONLY

DISCOUNT GOOD

GOOD 4 5 7 ONLY

DISCOUNT GOOD

COOP 4 5-7 ONLY

Each coupon may be applied to the purchase of any Item In stock.
Limit ( 5 ) coupons per person, one coupon per Item, CQMPOns
cannot be used for layaways or gift certificate. 3 days only .
OiumniM t Mm MnNM te «toc» « i
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For best
supporting role
on“The Exam”
the envelope
please.
It s Stanley H. Kaplan. A nd that’s no
surprise. But the real w inner is you.
Fifty years o f test-taking techniques and
educational program s have helped over
1 m illion students gain m ore test
confidence and better ex a m scores.
So next tim e y ou ’re up for the SAT, LSAT,
OVIAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE, CPA, or any other
exam , nom inate Kaplan for best

iKAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

D(3NTC:OMPETFWITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

PRICES GOOD THRU 4/11/88

C o p e la n d ’s S p o r ts
962 Monterey

San Luis Obispo. 543-9663
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:30-6, (Thurs till 9) Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6

ENROLLING NOW! Visit us at
our center, 6464 Hollister, #7,
Goleta, CA 93117. Or call us
days, evenings or weekends. Our
phone number: (805) 685-5767.
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Wheelmen’s UCSB victory
makes six in conference

up, Bennet lead a final field
sprint to spread it out. His
teammates were then able to pull
ahead to take second and third.
The 48-mile B race came down
to a big field sprint and Cal
Poly’s Pete Sweeney, Jim Long
and Myong-Jae Kim took fifth,
sixth and seventh.
Wheelman Cameron Fraser
placed fourth in the Cl race and
Paul Petit placed fifth in the C2
race.
In the women’s race Cuesta’s
Chris Smith and Cal Poly’s Chris
Pappas broke away from the
pack, taking first and second.
Mindy Trask came in 10th.

The Cal Poly Wheelmen spent
a productive weekend in Santa
Barbara, as the team won Satur
day’s race overall, and had top
finishers in both races.
The Buellton Road Race win
was the team’s sixth race win,
giving the Wheelmen a good
chance at defending their third
consecutive Western Collegiate
Cycling Conference title. Results
are not yet available for Sun
day’s Research Criterium in
Goleta.
“ We’re currently leading the
WCCC because of the depth of
our team. We have a lot of strong
riders,’’ said Wheelman Robert
Enzerink, adding that they em
phasize teamwork strongly.
The Buellton race was a 32mile loop with rolling hills and
wind. Enzerink was the top Cal
Poly finisher in the 64-mile A
race, placing second. Following
Enzerink was Angelo Guinasso,
placing third.
Enzerink credited teammates
Eric Benson and Mike Bennet in
helping with the top placings.
Benson broke away early in the
race, letting his teammates rest.
When the pack finally caught

CCAA STANDINGS
SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

CCAA
ALL
W L .PCT W L .PCT
9 5.643 1 9 1 5 .5 5 9
9 4.692 2014 .606
6 6 .5 0 0 1716 .515
6 6.500 15 21 .417
4 4.500 1615 .516
3 9.250 1218 .400
4 7.364 13 23.361

UC Riverside
Chapm an
Cal Poly SLO
CSU Los A ngeles
Cal Poly Pom ona
CSU Dom inguez H ills
CSU N o rth rid g e

CCAA
W L.PC T
10 01.00
8 2.800
7 5.583
5 5.500
1 11 .083
1 9.100

CSU N o rth rid g e
CSU B a kerssfield
C hapm an
Cal Poly SLO
UC Riverside
CSU Dom inguez H ills

ALL
W L .PCT
34 9 .791
27 5 .844
28 18 .609
22 14 .611
13 28 .293
13 21 .382

Nature & Gardening
Book Sale
April 5th & 6th

Sunday’s Goleta race was an
eight-mile flat loop with a hairpin
turn. Enzerink took second place
in the A race, and Rich Keenan
and George Garibay took first
and fifth in the B race. Cal Poly’s
Paul Petit placed third in the C2
race.
For the women, Pappas came
in third, and Trask followed with
a seventh-place finish.
Next weekend the Wheelmen
will travel to UCLA for a time
trial and a criterion.

SAVE 25-30% on this special
assortment of books.
ALSO - Special selection of gift items
Just in time for Spring

ElGcxidIL^Bookstoie

ico u po ni

2

kinko's
HOUR PHOTO
549-8979
9 Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo

For

1

Bring in any roll of 135, 110, 126, or Disc
color print film for developing and printing
and get a second set FREE!

It's CO

Film: 1 hr & 4hr processing
Disc; 24 hr processing

with coupon
expires 5/1/88

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
APRIL 6th
8 P.M.

H M Hi M ■■ M M W H

r

—

«V A LU A B LE

COUPON — —

— ■■■■■

SOCIAL or W ESTERN
DANCE CLASSES

543-7864

Partners not needed • Have Fun • Meet New Friends
SO C IAL

$20 for
4 W eeks

DANCE

SCHEDULE

Cal Poly: Mor, Beg: 6:30-7:30, Int: 7:30-8:30
Int: 7:30-8:30 Adv: 8:30-9:30p.
New Classes start 4/4, 5/2, 7 io
6/27, 8 1. N oclas!//4.
Meet in Ag Bldg. Rm 220. Instr: Lon Marshall
SLO: Sun.Beg:1-2, lnt:2-3, Adv:3-4p. New
Classes start 4 /l0, 5/15.
8/7. Meet at Meadow Park (South St, & Broad).
Instr: Mary O'Neill. Welcome to join 2nd night.
Grov. City & Atascd. call us.

• (nrH •

WESTERN DANCE SCHEDULE
Cal Poly: Tues.Beg:7-8, lnt:8-9, Adv:9-10p Univ. Union,
Mustang Lounge
4/5, 5/3,
6/28, 7/26, 9/27, 10/25. Sponsored by ASI Rec Sports
Instr: Alina Sierra
SLO: Wed.Beg:7-8, lnt:8-9, Adv:9-10p @ Meadow Park
(South St. & Broad) New Classes Start 4/6. 5,'4.
6/1. Instr: Alina Sierra.
W E LC O M E TO

■H $ 1

EDDBi

JO IN 2 n d N IG H T !
_
o ff a n y 4 weeK c la s s . 1 c o u p o n p e r f a m i l y . ^ J

Furnished 2 Bedroom
Apartments
9 or 12 month lease

f/o f Count/*(/Hits

DANCIN6 ...
RIDE THE KDDB “Rtller R«|>«r"
AND WIN WRANGLER'S
COWBOY HATS AND MORE!

Free Utilities
W I N -W I N -W I N -W I N -W I N -W I N -W I N
•Heated swimming pool
•Weight room
•Tennis court
•Basketball court

•Recreation/T.V. room
•Free parking
•Laundry facilities
•Next to Lucky's
Shopping Center

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Discounts f^iven to those who apply in groups of 3 or 4

For Information Call:
544-7599

Office open Daily

D R AIN IN G S f.r

KDDB
HATS

KDDB
T-SHIRTS

AND A

6IANT COLOR POSTER
OF THE

KDDB GIRL

EDDBi

Hct Cowitpi/Hits
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SIGMA KAPPA
SUN ZONE
CHALLENGE
MENS SAND VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

m

LO N D O N
Experience

APRIL 2-3, 9-10
Team Sign-Up
due to Easter weekend
$40 per team
sign-up in Rec Sports
Proceeds to Benefit

The London Experience book contains
128 pages that include full color reproduc
tions of paintings, pen and ink as well as
graphite drawings, poems and short
stories all created by Cal Poly students and
faculty.
We encourge you to add The London Experience to your personal library.
Also, The London Experience would make an excellent gift.

ALZEIMHERS DISEASE
OPEN TO AtL'STUOÉNTS
Sponsored by: IHC Rec-Sports
Moondoggies &
Sigma Kappa Sorority

ASK

Mustang Daily

Only $25.00 ea.

LeNan

ElCbnol

Dear LeNan

Bookstoie

I've noticed that often while diet
ing I have almost no energy. What
causes that'*
777r/77777777777n7777777777n777/72nn72 7 TI2 Z lZ L7 Z a 7 7 7 7 7 m m m iiZ l2 Z a Z

Reply:

for all y o u B ro n c B u sters!

Many diets are concerned only
with calories, or worse, draw their
entire regimen from only one of the
food groups. When you begin a pro
gram that falls into one of these
categories, your body is missing
some of the nutrients it needs and
your energy level drops, and you feel
tired all the time. The only way
around this loss of energy is to focTis
on nutrients and not calories and to
see that you eat a balanced diet.

B r o n c B u s te r :

LeN an L e o n a r d o
D/cl (.Ulta (.0/1 listloi

5,

o

. iu im l)u rg e r
ic w ith le ttu ce ^

needs to function properly. Many
people find that while they are on
the Diet Center Program they actu
ally have more energy than they can
remember ever having.

At Diet Center, you learn to eat a
wide variety of fresh foods that are
packed with the nutrients your bnxly

to m a to e s, trench §
cinci a re g ula r

5

)it d rin k

1504 Marsh, SLO
541-DIET

in d re c e iv e a $
B u ste r Card!

<r
0^

Abandon ship,
abandon ship,
'■afl Osos St.
Subs dead
ahead!"

If

niirrrnrng

N

IkXO-llM’.O

(a $2.75 veilue)
T xrZ zfm hzz

■■>ZZZ222222Z?Z?7ZZZ77?7^Z?722722ZZ2ZZZZZ2ZZZ2ZZZZZZZZ22ZZZZZZZZ

LCX)KlNGFORAQUlET
PLACE TO LIVE?
•L’-'iyK

23 d ifferent sandw iches
Lettuce, Tom atoes, Pickles,
O nions and Peppers.

••

■

i.

.*•
.

; d id :

Best Sandwiches in Town
1060 Osos St. SLO (across from Woodstocks)
541-0955

WE DELIVER
( >s( )s s rRKi:T SI
k

A

- t

Exp 4/11/88

1 «,

2 FREE DRINKS
W/ ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(limit: one coupon per sandwich)
1060 O s o s S t.

541-0955

QSOS STREET SUBS
SáNOWlCHCS

ANO

Exp 4/11/88

5AINITS

1 OFF
Buy a large sandwich and large
soft drink and get $1.00 off.
(limit: one coupon per customer)
1060 Osos St.

541-0955

pp If you have ever heard of
MURRAY ST. STATION,^ -Vl.
you know our reputation for:
• 1 & 2 b e d ro o m furnished opts
• 10 min. walk to c a m p u s
• Solar-heated sw im m ing po o l
•Low Utilities
• 10 or 12 m onth lease

*•, . . - 4 •j . L ■*■
'Ny.
■W ■/ *1.; '.
•T . . '■ •*>'

M urray St. Station is n o w leasing tor tall. It yo u w o u ld like inform ation, or w o u ld like to look at our m odels, stop
b y or call anytim e M -F 8-5:00, or Sat 9-12:00.
M urray St. Station
1262 M urray A v e ., SLO, C A
........................................
(805)5413856
...................................................................................
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NAK
From page 1
Ruiz said that by getting
Hispanics together it will make it
easier for them to get involved
with other students socially.
“ There is a river between all
the clubs on campus,” said Ruiz.
“ NAK is trying to pull everyone
together.”
Tony Valenzuela, a junior elec
trical engineering major, said
building a chapter was important
to NAK for the opportunity to
make rules and bylaws to meet
their needs.
“ We are doing what we feel is
right,” he said. “ We are not
operating by laws which were
made 30 years ago and are
predominantly Anglo.”
For now, the fraternity will be
loosely structured to allow input
from members and other Greek
organizations.
“ Is is too expensive? What
should or shouldn’t we be doing?
We would welcome any sugges
tions from other fraternities. If
they want to lend a helping hand
it would be greatly appreciated,”
said Cabarello.
NAK has received enthusiasm

and offers of help from members
of other fraternities.
“ It was very encouraging to
know that they were excited
about NAK,” said Valenzuela.
But beyond initial enthusiasm
and support from the Greek
community, Cabarello feels NAK
will have to be careful in its ap
proach. “ Subconsciously we have
to keep in mind that other people
are going to be watching us,” he
Cabarello. “ We are doing some
thing that might be seen as neg
ative. I think we are going to be
scruntinized
very
carefully.
These people are either going to
help us or hinder us.”
Valenzuela said the scrutiny is
like a test. “ But for most people
it is not because NAK is a
Hispanic club. It is because NAK
is new and people are always
watching to see if something new
fails.”
“ Frankly, there might be peo
ple who want to see us fail,” said
Cabarello. “ They might be
threatened by what we are doing.
We want to keep our culture but
we want to get involved. We are
not trying to separate ourselves
but we don’t want to lose our
identity as Latinos either. If
everyone had what they needed,
we wouldn’t have to do this.”

"RAPTUROUSLY GOOD."

JOIN A.M.A.Ü!

MEETINGSTUES 11:00, ARCH 225

THE HEAT IS ON & The snow is gone
now is the time for

WATER SKIING

meeting wed 4/6 7:30 Sci no 202
new members welcome.Getwet Poly Royl

ACCOUNTING CLUB ’ TRIATHALON CLUB
MEETING
TUES AT 11:00 RM 214-02

ARE YOU READY TO-

GET WET!

INFO UU PLAZA

BLAST TO THE PAST....COME &
MEET THE MEMBERS OF THE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
AT A.M.A. S SPRING ICEBREAKER!
•70 S POLYESTER PARTY,FRI.
APRIL 8 AT 843 MISSION (OFF OF
CHORRO).STARTS AT 7:30PM.COME
MEET A.M.A. & RELIVE THIS
HAPPENING ERA WITH US! 70'S
ATTIRE IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
ANY ?’S CALL PAUL AT 541-4129
ALL MAJORS WELCOME.
Cal Poly Ski Club
General Meeting Weds 4/6 8:00
Whistler Reunion-Eh!
Poly Royal Help
Chairman Interviews-Be there!

COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS
MEETING TUES. 6PM FISHER SC. 287
DIETETICS

CLUB
MEETING
Speaker, Get important info on
CDAÜ
Wed. 7:30pm N.SCÌ213

GAYS/LESBIANS
MEETING TUES 7 FOB 24B
DISCUSS SPEAKER GENIE COWEN

GERMAN CLUB
MEETING WED
Guest Speaker: Frau Gabrielle
Landwehr from LA German consulate.
Representing The Goethe Language
Institute. 16Ò0 Madonna Rd 7:00pm

GOLDEN KEY

MEETING TONIGHT 5PM IN UU 219
OFFICER ELECTIONS

POLO TONIGHT

6:30 AG222
READY FOR SPRING SEASON?

SCE MEETING
SPEAKER FROM THE COOP PROGRAM
PLANNING COMMITTEES FOR POLY
ROYAL AND THE ASCE CONFERENCE

SHPE

NOMINATIONS
COME AND HELP SELECT THE POTEN
TIAL
CANDIDATES FOR YOUR CLUB
THURS APRIL 7 6-PM MEP (BLDG 40)
TEACHERS’ SOCIETY
meeting April 5 at 6pm (DEX 227)
Poly Royal- Craft Ditto/Banquet
17 Days left...GET PSYCHED!!

NO EXP REQ’D RUNRIDESWIM POOL
AND WT. TIME EVENT INFO! MTG ON
WED.BUSINESS BLDG RM 204 7:00PM

WATERSKI

Intercollegiate Team,Fun Trips
All le v e ls l^ d . SciNo. 202 7:30

WINDSURF CLUB

1ST Meeting Tues 4/5 Chem-Sci Bldg
Rm E26 at 6pm-Beginners welcome!

AIDS...

SPREAD FACTS
NOT FEAR
A panel
discussion
Weds. April 6
7PM UU219

A pril 5,7,12,13.14;7-9pm;
Rm 52-E27 (SCIENCE BLDG)
$3/Session or $12 for all five
Sponsored by Chi Epsilon
EVIDENCE FOR FAITH
Misconceptions about Christianity
Tues, Apr 5, 7pm old Science E26 ___

GET WET

Learn about the Lopez Lake GET WET
party and Poly Sailing Club at
our meeting WED 6th,8pm,BLDG 52,
ROOM E-45
GETTING & STAYING AHEAD OF
YOUR HOMEWORK SEMINAR
WED APRIL 6 & THUR APRIL 7
3-5 PM CHASE HALL RM 101 756-1256

presents the professional
debut o f Cal Poly instructor

D a v id C o n g a lto n

a

DINNER, FUNNIEST PERSON IN SLO COUNTY CONTEST

April 7,8,9
With Carole Montgomery, Pat
Henifin, and Michael Pace
"o n e show Thurs. 9 p.m.; Two shows Fri. 8c Sat.I 8 8c 10 p m
Tickets $6.00

Have Dinner at Wm. Randolph's and "The Jokes's
On Them!"
Complimentary Tickets Available for Dining Patrons

Make Reservations Now!
543-3333

TAU BETA PI
MEETING TONIGHT
Sci. North Rm 213 6pm.

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE______________________________
THURSDAYS RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION
GROUP 11-12 PM
INTERPERSONAL GROUP 3-5 PM
JESPERSON HALL 756-2511____________
Time Management Seminar 756-1256
MON APRIL 4th 3-5 pm Chase Hall_______
WEDNESDAYS Biofeedback for stress
& anxiety 3-5 pm
Incest: A Support Group 2-4 pm
Jesperson Hall 756-2511________________
YOUR OWN TELEPHONE AND ANSWERING
MACHINE SERVICE FOR ONLY $15
PER MO.? YES TasComm now has Electr
onic Voice M a il. If you’re without
a phone this year TasComm can help!
your own greeting answers your
calls. Call 543-5800, ask for Karen

1850 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

SEMINARS -TUESDAY APRIL 5th
TIME MANAGEMENT 11-12 PM
CONCENTRATION SKILLS 3-5 PM
TEST PREPARATION 3-5 PM
CHASE HALL ROOM 101 756-1256

Thurs. & Sun
Nights 1/2 price
with vaird Cal
Poly (.t>.
'll'

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BEACH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

TCA ELECTRIC TYPEWéiTER + CASE
W/CORRECTION KEY LIKE NEW!!
$120 (OBO) 546-9512
Ì

RESUMES-PAPERS-SENIOR PROJECTS
WORD PROCESSING-STUDENT RETES
937-6992 (S.M.) -7 DAYS/WK

TELEVIDEO TERMINAL AND HAYES
MODEM FOR SALE $150 OR RENT-TOOWN. CALL HOME VIDEO AT 544-5288

SENIOR PROJECTS
Macintosh/Laser Prints Fast turn
around 528-4286 Kathy

Barefoot Island Cruise this June!
Pre-trip get together Tuesday
April 5 7:00 pm at Gulliver’s Travel
Center on Santa Rosa 546-8612_____
CAL POLY EUROPE TRIP pre-trip get
together, everyone welcome. Wed
April 6, 6pm next to Julian’s

Country Western Dance begins
tonight in Mustang Lounge.Call
Rec Sports for times & add’l info

'82 KAWA 440LTD Metzeler tires
clean $850 549-5587 8-5pm wkdays

84 HONDA”
XL 600
EXCELLENT
CONDITION
STREET MILES
NEVER ABUSED
perfect for spring
$1000 call Mike
at 544-0519

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fisher-

r 'R A P T OI ARRP«?

NO CAR FORM NEEDED HERE!!!Sign up
begins Wed. April 6 at 7pm in your
friendly UUCraft Center. B/W Photo
ceramics, woodworking and ,Tiore!!!
M-i-L (forever-2)
I LOVE YOU,
L

. ies.
Earn $600-t-/week in cannery, $800$12K-t- for 2 months on fishing vessel
Over 8000 openinos.No exp. necessary
Male or Female. For 52-page employ
ment booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, WiA
98124-30 day, unconditional,
100% money back guarantee.____________

CAHPTER ONE

this year?
- A Student

COMING
SOON!!!
Fri. April 8th

BLUE W4LLET LOST BY SAND PLANT
I Just want my ID! Reward for
any info...no 6 ’s asked
Please call Marina 544-8319

’Dirty Dancing’ By Catalina
772-5809 She Strips! 772-5809________

Central Coast editing services.
Would your term paper, journal
article, or thesis benefit from
professional editing? For details
on our full range of editing
services, please call 688-9791.
JUNE GRADUATES: HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED HOW MUCH MORE
INTERESTING YOUR PORTRAIT CAN
BE AT THE BEACH, CUESTA PARK OR
ANY OF A HUNDRED SAN LUIS
LOCATIONS. CALL DAVID GREY
541-2858 MWF 6-9PM AND SAT/SUN

HAIRCUTS $7.00. THE HAIR DEN
779 FOOTHILL 543-1290
Mondays • Stress Management
Group 3-5 pm Jesperson Hall
756-2511___________________________
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING APRIL 4-8
and save up to $60. All Artcarved
rings will be on sale at El Corral
Bookstore 10-4pm. June grads order
now for June delivery.

R estaurant

AT

Where’S WALLY GEORGE

EIT REVIEW

J

1**

Are you interested in leadership
positions? Do you care about your
University Union? Applications
now available for positions on
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 2.3GPA
required. Pick up applications
from Linda Lee in UU217A.
Deadline is APRIL 12. 5:00PM.
BULIMIA SUPPORT GROUP - DAY &
TIME TO BE ARRANGED
INTERPERSONAL GROUP-DAY & TIME
TO BE ARRANGED__________________
CRAFTERS • MAKE $$$
The Craft Center invites you to
sell your handmade crafts at the
POLY ROYAL CRAFT SALE!!!
For info call 756-1266 or come by

7

Critical Thinking Was Never Like This!

CLASSIFIED
***A,M.A.*“
DONT PUT OFF TIL FALL QUARTER
WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY...

Tuesday, April 5,1988

20% DISCOUNT THIS WEEK ONLY!
SR PROJECTS & RESUMES 544-1305

needs a friendly take-charge person
for 5-10pm shift. Tavern or food
service exp. helpful. Top pay plus
Apply in person 11am-3pm Foohill
plaza SLO.________________
Earn Good Money Driving
Poly Royal Shuttle Busses
must have class 1 or 2 license
Contact Tim Kraus at the Poly
Royal Office x2487

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE SUPV.
Deadllne:Until filled Salary $1650
month to start. In charge of land
scape maint. for prop.s in Santa
Clara Valley. Must be a good self
starter & organizer. Spanish a +
In San Jose (408) 559-9227________
LIFEGUARDS.City of Morro Bay. 3
positions open for '88 Summer Season
Applications may be obtained from
City Personnel Office, 595 Harbor St
Morro Bay, CA 93442 or call (805)
772-1214. Final filing date: Thurs.
May 12, 1988.
PAID OVERSEAS VACATION
THAUSANDS OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR STUDENTS WORLDWIDE-TOURISM
HOTELS-SUMMER CAMPS-TEACHING
CALL 408-998-8402 BETWEEN 9-4
Telephone operator part-time now
available to sharp, personable, and
responsible individual. Flexible
shifts-weekends necessary-apply
at 1308 Broad st. San Luis Obispo.

WORK FOR REC SPORTS!
Officials needed for Spring qtr.
Intramurals. Attend today's clinics
Softball 4:30 pm in UU 216;Basketball 6pm in the main gym.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST-SENIOR PRO
JECTS
$1.75 PAGE 541-0168 CHRIS

LASER PRINTED TYPING
Call: The Latest Word 528-8505
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-(-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591

85 KAWASAKI NINJA 900-9800 Ml
GREAT SHAPE-NEVER DUMPED!!!!
CALL BOB 543-3281 $3000 OBO
Yamaha Towney Moped Low Milage
One owner $325 544-6325

** 1 F to share rm Spr Qtr **
Micro, dshwshr, pool, CIs to Poly
$190 CALL NOW! 546-8686/543-3913
OWN room in house on So. Chorro.
with two Engr. Students Quiet
Clean, Fireplace Avail. 4-1-88
270 mo. 549-9255__________________
Own Room in house half mile from
Poly $250/month Call 546-9074
SLO-MF Small Room $200mo plus
utilities, call after 6pm 549-8187
WANTED 1 F RMMT to share rm in 2
bdrm apt 5 MIN WALK TO POLY micro
210/mo neg PLEASE CALL DEB 544-6221

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452
Room for Rent 6/1 $210 Master
BDRM Laguna Lk. Call 544-6325

BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSES AND
CONDOS IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSONFARRELL SMYTH,Inc. 543-8370 (Lv Msg)
CLOSE TO POLY 3 BR 1 BA $132,000
3 BR 2 BA $189,000-CONDOS $77,000
-t- UP-IDEAL FOR STUDENTS. CALL JIM
541-5101 OR ANITA 544-1519 FOR A
LIST OF HOMES-CENTURY 21 TEAM. SLO
FREE Condos & Homes tor sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432

FREE SEMINAR ON BUYING A HOUSE
OR CONDO IN SLOTUE. APR.5 7pmCONF. RM-1930 MONTEREY.
STEVE
NELSON-FARRELL SMYTH -543-8370.

AKC English Springer Spaniel Pups
$275 Payments Available 925-6598

Elect typewriter, desk, chair,
lamps, bicycle rack, turntable,
amplifier, speakers. 528-6863

MOBIL HOME-15min to Poly. 3bdm, kids
ok.Stop renting-only $12900 438-3624
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in the state have been severely
degraded or destroyed. And se
cond, Nipomo Dunes harbor high
numbers of endemic plant species
and a wide diversity of species
due to geography: centrally
located in California, the dunes
contain a number of species at
the northern and southern
boundaries of their ranges.
The California Native Plant
Society lists at least 18 species
as rare or endangered or of very
limited distribution within these
dunes. The 567-acre parcel now
under conservancy ownership,
directly south of the Santa Maria
River, supports known popula
tions of the rare la graciosa this
tle, surf thistle, the soft-leaved
dunes Indian paintbrush and
good representations of the
coastal dune scrub community.
This rare plant community is
unique to stabilized coastal sand
dunes. Most of its dominant and
sub-dominant species grow only
on sand dunes and are found
nowher e else. Many have
adapted themselves in specializ
ed ways in order to survive the
harsh environment. Some of
these adaptations, such as a
low-spreading form and exten
sive root systems, are important
in producing and stabilizing the

FUTONS
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More than ju s t a bed!

Celebrate any
occasion and we
will pick up the tab for
All the cham pagne you
can handle w ith any
dinner.
Tueday Nights
5:30- 9:OOpm

E le g a n t,
S im p le ,
F u n c tio n a l,
V e r s a til e . . .

... and Attractive!

Com fort m ade easy with futons from G ottschalks.
Choose from o u r p rin t or solid 6 ’ futon selection, ad d a n atu ral wood three-position
fram e and save 20% on both. Full or queen sizes in stock or special o rd er twin and
king sizes.

nnust be 21 years or older

Wine Street Inn
In the celler of T he N etw ork

O O T T S C H A L K S

543-4488

g

Sales
Trainees

Available at Manchester Center. Downtown Fresno. Modesto Century Center.
Modesto Vintaiie Faire and San l.uis Obispo only.

Duplex Products has
opportunities available for
recent college graduates to
work in our local area sales
office. We can offer you
potential for unlimited earnings
and rapid career advancement.
Duplex Products is one of the
country's leading producers of
quality business form s and
related services. We are
seeking self-directed,
self-motivated individuals with
the desire to sell and the ability
to communicate effectively.
Training will be provided.
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Catch the wave to

^WOODSTOCK’S
for Tank-Up Tuesday
1/2 price tap Beer & Tap Soda

There are very few job
opportunities for those who
have the desire and the ability
to set their own standards of
achievement. If you are one of
these high achievers please
send your resume to the
address listed below. Along
with our guaranteed salary draw
commission structure we can
offer you excellent benefits
including a 401k profit sharing
plan.
Duplex Products, Inc.
Attn: Branch Manager
"On Campus April 11-12"
Northern California
2233 Watt Avenue
Sacramento, California 95825
Southern California
125 East Baker St. Suite 250
Costa Mesa, California 92626

in house only
1015 Court St. (across from Osos St. Subs)
541 -4420

DUPLOX
P R O D U C TS INC.
No phono calls will

bo accoptod

An Equal Opportunity Employer

dunes. Vegetative cover causes
wind-blown sand to accumulate,
and prevent further sand move
ment.
An example of a sand-stabiliz
ing plant is the surf thistle. Pro
ducing robust flower stalks with
dense, white flowers, the thistle
can be found flowering at any
time of the year, although the
maximum period of bloom occurs
in late May. It grows on the
leeward side of sand dunes which
are accumulating sand. Distur
bance from off-road vehicles is
harmful because it causes sand
to become unstable and en
courages sand to move out from
under this sensitive species’
roots.
Least Tern Nesting Habitat
With one if its last known
nesting colonies located on
foredunes south of Santa Maria
River, the federally endangered
California least tern finds critical
habitat on the Nipomo Dunes.
The least tern is the smallest of
North American terns. A nesting
colony can range from a few to
several hundred pairs.
Least terns require long strips
of open sand for nesting. In ad
dition, they need an adjacent
source of small fish and freedom
from predation and disturbance.
They usually forage in small
flocks by hovering, diving and
plunging into the water. The
tern’s greatest threat is intensive
recreation
and
development
along the coast, most notable the
uncontrolled use of this dune
area by ORV’s. In 1970 only 600
pairs of least terns could be
found in California. Recent popu
lation trends indicate that the
least tern can recover given pro
per protection. Populations have
increased to more than 2,000 to
day. One of the Conservancy’s
management priorities will be
continued efforts to enhance the
tern colony.
Nipomo Dunes is the best
preserved dune complex in cen
tral and southern California. It is
one of the few places left in our
state where the sea and land
connect to create a unique and
irreplacable natural community.
As such, it merits all the atten
tion to The Nature Conservancy.
Ken Wiley is preserve manager
at Nipomo Dunes.

CRUISE SHIPS
N O W H IR IN G M /F
Sum m er & C areer O pportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. C A L L N O W :

206-736-0775 Ext. 177J

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
Q «n «rrt»c h , Inc., ■ l••d•r in th* field of
biotechnology, ie now in the proceee of
growing ite Materials Departrrreni Th e
group currently has several entry-level op
portunities open for which w e are interview
ing.
Successful candidates will have a general
Interest In the biotech industry and a
specific Interest in learning all facets of
materials m anagement from the bottom up.
Additionally, you should be self-motivated
and able to work well in a team
envlronrrrent. RaxibHity, ability to learn
quicldy and a higN y developed sense of
ownership are also desirable. Biochemis
try, chemistry and/or biology exposure
helpful, but liberal arts majors are also
welcome. Previous work experience not
required.

The rrraterlals group Is responsible for the
storage and movement of al manufacturing
and non-manufacturing tTratarlale wHhln fte
company, and la a part of the manufactur
ing o rg a ^a lio a
Qanantach offers an axcalant salary and
bartaflls package and bellevee stongly In
providing opporturMes for personal growVr
and advanceiTrent Please send resume or
InquMee to:
Korle Comlekey, Human Resources
Dept 1345, QenentecK Inc.,
460 Point Ban Bruno Bird.,
Bouti Ban Francisco, CA 04080.
An squal opportur4ty employer.

GENENTECH, INC.

